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Welcome to ORG

Left shown in custom Quarter Sawn Oak veneer. Right in Chateau and Heritage Maple.
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It’s that simple

Our passion is making life simpler, so you can find peace of mind  
and more time for what’s most impor tant to you. 

From star t to finish, expect an exquisite ORG experience, with 
exceptional service and products. You share your organization needs 
and we’ll translate them into a custom solution using specialized 
ORGdesign software. In an instant, you’ll have a 3D plan and proposal. 
When it’s time to install, our exper t team works around your 
schedule and preferences. Our shor t lead times and fast installation 
let you enjoy your new solution sooner. And, ORG products are 
guaranteed to last–serving you for years to come.
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Closet

Convenience made classic

Start the day on a beautifully organized note.  
Defined by choice of finish, handsome hardware,  
and architectural detail, this closet lends structure  
to any wardrobe—and home decor. 

Custom wood veneer cabinetry provides the perfect 
place for every hat, bag, suit, or sweater. Enclose 
wardrobe basics behind glass doors. Display pieces 
that inspire.

Shown in Taos Cherry veneer.
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Closet

In-house boutique

Deciding what to wear is more fun than ever.  
This walk-in closet is designed to showcase each  
carefully selected garment. 

Tall enclaves accommodate long dresses and  
slacks. Double rows handle shirts, jackets, and  
skirts. An island provides plenty of room for  
folding, organizing, and wardrobe planning.

It’s all in the details. A mirror retracts out of sight 
when not in use. Roll-out wire baskets hold linens.  
An ironing board swivels out for a quick press.

Shown in Mocha.
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Closet

Practically perfect

This walk-in closet is as handsome as it is hard- 
working. Its island, hutch, and shelves welcome an 
extensive wardrobe.  

An island’s glass doors enclose and display stacks 
of sweaters. A wardrobe rod extends to show off 
tomorrow’s ensemble. A shoe fence arrays footwear 
at-a-glance. A velvet-lined jewelry tray protects gems. 
Sliding belt and tie racks come in a variety of styles.  

Shown in Light Cherry.

Simply elegant 

A stunning walk-in closet lends subtle structure 
that spotlights any wardrobe. Corner shelves, racks,  
and cubbies make room for shoes, belts, and bags.  
Suspended from the walls, these creative closet 
organizers keep the floor area clear for vacuums 
and additional storage.

Top shown in Candlelight. Bottom in White.
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More than a wardrobe 

This tailor-made wardrobe suite handles garments, 
extra bedding, and media handsomely. Upper valence 
lends architectural interest. 

A reach-in closet gets the hang of modern storage 
needs, yet maintains a traditional touch. Choose pivoting 
pull-out racks to bring belts and ties within reach.

Top shown in Ambassador. Bottom in Mahogany.

Tailor your closet 

Transform an ordinary reach-in closet into a 
powerhouse of storage. Rods, racks, baskets, hampers, 
and shelves bring a level of order that’s hard to hide 
behind closed doors. Belts and ties hang neatly from 
racks. Rounded edges soften the style.

Shown in Candlelight.
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Baby steps

Durable and kid-safe, ORG storage solutions 
grow from toddler to teen. Adjustable shelves, rods, 
and cubbies offer a fun, practical alternative to chaos.  
Two rods replace three when toddlers grow.

Shown in White.

11

Shown in White. Room to grow

Get kids organized from wardrobe to workspace.  
A lifetime of creativity starts at this simple desk fit for 
homework, web-surfing, or artistic endeavor. ORGwall 
and the hooks, baskets, and racks it supports place 
prized possessions within eyeshot and arm’s reach. 

Wire baskets keep clutter off the floor. Leave them 
open for display or ventilation—or line them in canvas 
or colorful leatherelle to change a son’s room to 
a daughter’s. 
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Office

Class act 

This home office earns high marks. Cabinets gather 
files, references, and worktools. Credenza and shelves 
keep printer and supplies out of the way, yet within 
easy reach. Wire trays eliminate cord and cable clutter 
to keep the desktop clean and focus clear. Hang-on 
accessories handle the small stuff and keep things off 
the worksurface.

Shown in Autumn Cherry with Black worksurfaces.

Home work 

With a range of design and finish options, even the 
hardest working office feels right at home. Clean 
aesthetics let you blend business and pleasure and 
make room for multitasking—homework, bill paying, 
web shopping, and budget planning. 

Top shown in Ivory. Bottom in Autumn Cherry.
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Office

Hail to the chief

Make any executive right at home with traditional 
profiles, woodgrains, and hardware options. Generous 
worksurfaces make it easy to review reports and 
report cards, plan the next business trip, or organize 
vacation photos. 

Top shown in Autumn Cherry. Bottom in Candlelight.

Promote yourself

This artfully crafted space signals success but knows 
how to get down to business. Shelving, drawer and 
door options conceal and reveal, while wire trays 
manage the utilities to keep the space clear.

Shown in Clear Cherry and Harbor Cherry veneer.
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Wallbed

Night and day

Say hello to a truly multi-use space. When guests 
arrive, your ORG wallbed folds out to welcome them. 
By day it’s an office. By night, a cozy retreat. 

Choose from vertical or horizontal fold-out options  
to suit your space. Twin, full or queen size, the wallbed 
works with standard size mattresses and acts as its 
own box spring.

Shown in White.

Make room

No need to dedicate precious space to a single 
purpose. When guests head for home, the wallbed 
folds up and out of sight, leaving ample space for 
your hobbies, homework or workout routine. 
Cabinets complement your room’s aesthetic.

Top shown in White. Bottom in Ambassodor.
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Entertainment

Left shown in Harbor Cherry veneer. Right top in Black. 
Right bottom in Knotty Timber.

Enjoy the show

Picture a family area designed to fit your personal 
interests. No matter the size and shape of your 
space, you can contain games, books, music and 
movie collections. Keep cabling out of sight. Display 
conversation pieces. 

It’s possible to control the chaos without holding 
back the fun. Craft a clever credenza. Create a built-in 
media center. Take cues from your home décor by 
adding special features like crown molding.
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Pantry

Tasteful addition

Carve out space for a storage solution that knows its 
way around a kitchen. Choose from a range of styles, 
finishes, and hardware to please your palate. Cabinets 
close to conceal cookware and cleaners. Vertical 
dividers stow large, hard-to-handle items, placing 
platters and boards within arm’s reach. 

Top shown in White. Bottom in Heritage Maple.

Stock up

Dish out anything guests and family order up with 
this storage-packed pantry. Corner shelves store 
cookbooks and organize boxed and bottled goods. 
Specialized shelving racks up wine bottles and glasses. 
Drawers pull out to collect small appliances and 
control can clutter. Open baskets keep towels tidy  
and let produce breathe.

Shown in Light Cherry.
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Laundry

Refresh your beverage

Stop by your custom beverage station for something 
fresh squeezed, shaken, or stirred. There’s no limit 
to what’s on tap when you’ve designated space for 
storing beverages, glassware, and all the tools you  
need to prep and serve.

Top shown in Chateau. Bottom in White.

Top shown in White. Bottom in Ivory.

Wash and dry

Shape a laundry area to accommodate 
any size washer and dryer—and any size family.  
With baskets for sorting, cupboards for supplies,  
and rods for hanging, this space handles loads.
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Garage

Off the shop floor

Wet tires, soggy boots, and uneven floors—all good 
reasons to store things up and off the garage floor. 
Choose units that hang from our unique rail system 
or opt for freestanding units with legs that adjust to 
accommodate uneven floors. 

Top shown in Grey. Bottom in Black.

Shown in Ambassador.

Auto show

Another entrance to your home, the garage offers 
opportunities to make a striking statement. Try out a 
solid ash worksurface, metal accents, and ORG floor 
coatings for style. Hide garage gear in roomy cabinets 
with a rich Ambassador finish.

Keep tools and supplies in good working order with 
ORGwall and accessories that include baskets, hooks, 
magnetic bars, and more.
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Garage

Garden center

Start seeds, pot flowers, and stow tools at this lawn 
and garden bench. Sturdy doors enclose gardening 
supplies. High cabinets store chemicals and sharp  
tools away from kids and pets. Hooks and racks  
keep lawncare equipment out of the underbrush. 

Photo caption goes here....

Hobby shop

Make room in your life for a favorite pastime. Tall 
cabinets gather sporting goods. ORGwall accessories 
hold hardware and organize supplies. A durable 
worksurface stands ready for the next project. 

Tame the tangle of bats, balls and clubs with this 
sports storage system. ORG hooks and baskets keep 
bulky gear on the wall and off the floor.

Shown in Grey.

Shown in Grey.
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Garage/Entryway

Make an entrance

Mudrooms and entryways never had it so good. 
Locker storage gathers coats, bags and backpacks. 
Built-in benches make it easy to shed wet boots 
and wire shelves let them dry. Low drawers invite 
kids to access their own things, while adults rule the 
shelves above.

Top shown in Ivory. Bottom in Grey.

Warm welcome

Functional, family-friendly storage prevents a pileup 
and puts everything in its place. Roomy cabinets with 
adjustable shelves keep items in order and off the 
floor. Pull-out baskets offer neat, easy access to often-
used items. Hooks and baskets keep clutter at bay.

Top shown in Ambassador. Bottom in Grey.
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Above and center shown in Mocha. 
Left in White.

ORG at work

In business as in life, a “one-size-fits-all” approach 
doesn’t always work. Put the professional design and 
installation expertise of ORG on the job for a space 
uniquely qualified to support you, your team—and 
your business plan and budget.

High-performance floor coatings

Protect and enhance your entryway, garage, 
basement, mudroom and more. Because it’s virtually 
odor-free with ultra low VOCs, ORG Floor Coatings 
system is ideal for both indoor and outdoor use. 
Industrial-grade system uses an extremely durable 
Polyurea coating technology similar to that used for 
spray-on truck bed liners. This solution is four times 
stronger than epoxy. UV stability prevents yellowing 
or fading. Rapid curing allows you to move back in 

as soon as four to six hours after application.

How else may we help?

ORG does much more than bring order to the home. You can also find us 
at work on floors and in places of business. In any setting, you’ll appreciate 
the ease of working with a single, local resource and—as always—our 
uncompromising commitment to quality and professionalism. 

These are representative of the actual colors. See your ORG dealer for samples 
and color choices. ORG Floor Coatings may not be available in all areas. Contact 
your local ORG dealer for availability and additional product information.

GravelSaddle Tan Domino Denim

Choose a color that complements your space Above shown in Domino.
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Style and finish selections

FINISHES

Black Grey Ivory White

GLASS DOOR AND DRAWER FRONTS  Note: Glass door fronts are available for laminate and wood.

Arch glass Cathedral glass Shaker glassRaised panel glass

Light CherryMocha Ambassador Mahogany

Knotty Timber Chateau Candlelight Heritage Maple

Autumn Cherry

DOOR AND DRAWER FRONTS

Flat front

Shaker

Eased edge

Italia Molded

Bead board CathedralArch

Raised panel

Shown in Light Cherry with raised panel glass.
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Style and finish selections

WOOD DOOR AND DRAWER FRONTS   Note: Drawer fronts are not shown below.   

Arch Panel Wood Door  
Shown in Williamsburg Cherry

Bead Board Panel Wood Door 
Shown in Sonoma Maple

Cathedral Panel Wood Door 
Shown in Harbor Cherry

Flat Panel Wood Door 
Shown in Aspen Maple

Raised Panel Wood Door 
Shown in Clear Cherry

Shaker Panel Wood Door 
Shown in Clear Maple

CHERRY  WOOD FINISHES   Note: Custom wood species and finishes are also available.  

Sonoma Maple Clear MapleAspen Maple Sanibel Maple

Taos Cherry Clear CherryWilliamsburg CherryHarbor Cherry

MAPLE  WOOD FINISHES

HARDWARE   See your ORG dealer for choice of knobs and pulls.

METAL FINISHES

Oil-rubbed Bronze

Black Pearl

Brass ChromeBrushed Chrome

SilverBronze

White

DRAWER CONSTRUCTION   Not shown: Dowel construction

Dovetail Miter fold in white or woodgrain

Note: Product finishes are representative of the actual colors. See your ORG dealer for finish samples and complete trim choices.

TRIM 

Base trim Crown, Rosette and Flute Petite Crown

WOOD TRIM  

Base trim Crown, Rosette and Flute 
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Sustainability

Earth-friendly choices

We know that what fills your home matters to you. 

That’s why we offer ORG EcoElements,® a collection  

of environmentally-friendly components.

The core of ORG panels is made of 100% recycled 

and/or recovered wood fiber. We also offer Plus 

Panels with 100% recycled and/or recovered wood 

fiber and without added urea formaldehyde. 

ORG panels make use of ABS edgeband, one of the 

most environmentally-friendly solutions available. 

Many ORG accessories are powder-coated—a  

low-impact manufacturing process that is better for 

the environment than more common alternatives.

To ensure our products have a long lifespan, we  

make them super sturdy, almost endlessly versatile,  

and highly reconfigurable. 

FSC
CERTIFIED ORG 
PRODUCTS
come from responsibly 
managed forests.

100%
RECYCLED AND/OR 
RECOVERED 
WOOD FIBER
used for ORG panels.

36

ORG PROduCTS aRE ManufaCTuREd uSInG ThE 

hIGhEST quaLITy MaTERIaLS TO ExaCT TOLERanCES 

and InCLudE a LIMITEd LIfETIME WaRRanTy.  

SEE yOuR ORG dEaLER fOR fuLL WaRRanTy dETaILS.

LIMITED

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

Sustainability

100% 
WOOD, METAL, 
CARDBOARD,  
AND COPPER WIRE 
WASTE RECYCLED 

80%
ENERGY REDUCTION 
installing energy- 
efficient fluorescents 
in our facility.

 

$45,000 
DONATED
to Make A Difference 
community program.

35%
RECYCLED 
CONTENT 
used for cardboard 
packaging.

Lake Michigan Shoreline

ORG is an EPP Downstream  
licensed company.

SCS-COC-002855 
The mark of responsible forestry 
© 1996 Forest Stewardship Council A.C. 
FSC Supplier

In every product and decision we make, 

ORG recognizes an opportunity and 

responsibility to improve the sustainability 

of our company, our community, and the 

world we share. Here are some highlights 

of our approach to sustainability.

Environmental certifications

ORG is proud to offer Forest Stewardship Council 

(FSC) certified products. Carrying the FSC 

certification guarantees that the product has been 

made from environmentally and socially sustainably 

managed forests. FSC promotes the responsible 

management of the world’s forests to meet the 

economic and ecological needs of present and  

future generations.

Responsible operations

We recycle. Nearly 94% of the company’s total waste 

is recycled locally. One hundred percent of the metal, 

copper wire, and cardboard is recycled. ORG products 

are packaged with cardboard that has 25% to 35% 

recycled content. One hundred percent of our scrap 

wood and wood fibers from products and packaging 

are recycled. We also recycle or refurbish all of our 

technology tools. And, we invite ORG employees to 

bring in old batteries, magazines and paper from  

home for recycling.

We keep a tidy home. A dust-collection system 

improves air quality in the plant and during the 

Michigan winter months, the warm air is recycled 

back into the plant as heat, reducing our natural gas 

consumption by 50%. Nearly twenty years ago, we 

integrated a pond into our site that captures and 

filters runoff and naturally irrigates our landscaping. 

All of our facilities are illuminated by energy-efficient 

fluorescents, reducing energy use by 80%.

Good neighbors

ORG is staffed by people who love people, and we 

show it in many ways. Through our Make a Difference 

Program, each department receives funds to pass on 

to favorite charities. In the last five years, we’ve shared 

more than $45,000 in this way to help out families in 

need, support urban youth programs, and more. Extra 

ORG inventory is donated to Habitat for Humanity in 

our home region, West Michigan. We believe that all 

of our employees should be treated with dignity and 

respect, and enjoy a healthy work environment. We 

seek out suppliers who share these values.

The panels used to manufacture ORG products  

are certified by the Composite Panel Association  

(CPA) as Environmentally Preferable Product (EPP). 

ORG is also an EPP Downstream licensed company, 

which demonstrates our environmental commitment  

by purchasing CPA EPP certified composite  

wood products.

ORG quick factsORG quick facts

Photo by S. N
iedzw

iecki

50%
GAS USAGE 
REDUCTION
using a dust-collection 
system that improves 
air quality and heats 
our facility.

94%
TOTAL WASTE 
RECYCLED
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ORG offers a complete line of custom organization solutions 
for home and business. ORG products are manufactured in 
Holland, Michigan U.S.A. Authorized ORG dealers provide 
design services, organization advice, and professional installation.

Visit www.HomeORG.com for more information.

Printed in U.S.A.  © 2009 ORG   Item# 9950  12/09

HOME ORGANIZATION SOLUTIONS
TM

We are proud to print our literature on Forest Stewardship 
Council-certified paper. FSC Certification ensures that 
the paper used contains fiber from well-managed and 
responsibly harvested forests that meet strict environmental 
and socioeconomic standards.


